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In this issue of the Quarterly, we feature a review of a book,
―e-Learning and the Science of Instruction,‖ that has relatively recently
come out in a new edition. I used the first edition of this book extensively when I started designing screencasts/online tutorials a few years
ago and I did not even know an updated edition was out until it was
brought to my attention. I found the first edition a worthwhile book and
hopefully you will find this review helpful in determining whether you
should take a closer look at the latest edition.

- What’s Inside Book Review:
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e-Learning and the Science of
Instruction (2nd edition)
Toni Hoberecht
Toni-Hoberecht@ouhsc.edu

Additionally in this Quarterly, there is an article on utilizing a Web 2.0
tool, delicious.com, to help students participate in the construction of
their own learning and also an article about continually improving your
instruction while gaining the confidence to cede some control. In
―TechMatters‖ there is an overview of what in the world is a web widget and, finally, another installment of Ross‘ Rave.

What’s mine is yours: achieving
curricular co-construction with
students using delicious
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Carrie Donovan
cdonovan@indiana.edu

TechMatters:

In the next issue of the Quarterly, we will discuss the LOEX 2009 conference in Albuquerque along with future LOEX conferences in 2010
and 2011. Until then...

Here a Widget, There a Widget,
Everywhere a Web Widget

Happy instructing,

Letting Go: Steadily Changing and 8
Giving Students More Control to
Improve your Instruction

Brad Sietz
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Ross’ Rave:

Fire starter
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